ABSTRACT The multiobjective permutation flowshop scheduling problem (MOPFSSP) is one of the most popular machine scheduling problems with extensive engineering relevance of manufacturing systems. There have been many attempts at solving MOPFSSP using heuristic and meta-heuristic methods, such as evolutionary algorithm. In this paper, a novel multiobjective memetic search algorithm (MMSA), is proposed to solve the MOPFSSP with makespan and total flowtime. First, a problem-specific Nawaz-Enscore-Hoam heuristic is used to initialize the population to enhance the quality of the initial solution. Second, a global search embedded with a perturbation operation is used to improve the solution of the entire population. Then, a single insert-based local search is used to improve each individual and then a further local search strategy is used to find the better solution for the non-improved individual in the single insert-based local search. The performance of our proposed algorithm is validated and compared with the four state-of-the-art algorithms on a number of benchmark problem. The experimental results show that the proposed MMSA provides better solutions than several state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a set of n jobs and a set of m machines, each job consists of a set of operations J i = {Q i1 , Q i2 , · · · , Q im }, where Q ik represents the operation of job i on machine k. The processing time of job i on machines j is denoted by P ij (i = 1, · · · , n, j = 1, · · · , m). A feasible job scheduling sequence is denoted by π = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π n }. Let C(π i , m) denotes the completion time of job π i on machine m. Then the computation model of the permutation flowshop scheduling sequence π = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π n } is described as follows:
C(π 1 , 1) = p π 1 ,1 ; C(π i , 1) = C(π i−1 , 1) + p π i ,1 , i = 1, . . . , n; C(π 1 , j) = C(π 1 , j − 1) + p π 1 ,j , j = 1, . . . , m; C(π i , j) = max(C(π i−1 , j), C(π i , j − 1)) + p π i ,j i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , m.
The permutation flowshop scheduling problem is a famous combinatorial optimization problem. This problem has become an attractive research area in manufacturing. It is not only a theoretical field of research but also taking the very essential effect in industrial process [1] - [4] . To the best of our knowledge, in most cases, the majority of real world flowshop scheduling problems naturally involve the optimization of multiple conflicting objectives, such as, makespan, total flow time, machine idletime and so on. These objectives typically are conflicting, i.e. achieving the optimal value for one objective requires some compromise on one or more of other objectives. In this sense, it would be much better to design the permutation flow shop scheduling problem as a multi-objective problem rather than a single-objective problem, which is usually less general and computationally more expensive than the former.
Over the past decades, several optimization and near optimization techniques have been developed for MOPFSSP with the objective of minimizing the makespan and minimizing the total flowtime. Because of the successful application of multiobjective evolutionary algorithm to solve the multiobjective optimization problems, many researchers developed many multiobjective algorithms for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems. Rajendran [5] first addressed the problem of scheduling to minimize makespan and total flowtime, and proposed a new heuristic algorithm. Neppalli et al. [6] proposed two Genetic Algorithms (GA) based approaches. Ishibuchi et al. [7] proposed an efficient algorithm MOGLS by choosing only good individuals as initial solutions for local search and assigning an appropriate local search direction to each initial solution. Chang et al. [8] proposed a mining gene structure technique integrated with the SPGA. Yandra and Tamura [9] proposed a new genetic algorithm (GA) featuring heterogeneous population to solve multiobjective flowshop scheduling problems. Minella et al. [10] conducted a comprehensive review of 23 algorithms and then did an evaluation again for them to solve the permutation flow shop scheduling problem regarding three two-criterion combinations. Sha and Lin [11] provided a particle swarm optimization-based multi-objective algorithm for flowshop scheduling. The proposed evolutionary algorithm searched the Pareto optimal solution for objectives by considering the makespan, mean flow time, and machine idle time. Chiang et al. [12] proposed a novel memetic algorithm, called NNMA, that was integrated NSGA-II with a problem-specific NEH heuristic. Marichelvam et al. [13] proposed a discrete firefly algorithm to solve hybrid flowshop scheduling problems with two objectives. Makespan and mean flow time are the objective functions considered. Bezerra et al. [14] compared seven MOEAs from the literature on three bi-objective and one triobjective variants of the permutation flowshop problem. The overall best and worst performing MOEAs were then used for an iterative analysis, where each of the main components of these algorithms was analyzed to determine their contribution to the algorithms'performance. Ciavotta et al. [15] proposed a simple, yet powerful algorithm for the sequence dependent setup times flowshop problem with several criteria. The presented method was referred to as restarted iterated pareto greedy or RIPG and was compared against the best performing approaches from the relevant literature. Wang et al. [16] proposed a species based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA), where a new multipopulation scheme was designed based on the mechanism of species that was used in EA for multimodal optimization problems. Karthikeyan et al. [17] proposed a hybrid discrete firefly algorithm (HDFA)to solve the multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP). Han et al. [18] proposed an improved NSGA-II algorithm (INSGA-II) and applied it to solve the lot-streaming flow shop scheduling problem with four criteria. Tiwari et al. [19] proposed the pareto optimal block-based EDA using bivariate model for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem. The authors applied a bivariate probabilistic model to generate block which have the better diversity and employed the nondominated sorting technique to filter the solutions. In [20] , Khalili et al. presented a new multi-objective electromagnetism algorithm (MOEM). The motivation behind this algorithm has risen from the attraction-repulsion mechanism of electromagnetic theories. In [21] , Mohammadi et al. proposed the application of Robust Genetic Algorithm to solve a flow-shop scheduling problem. Tran and Ng [22] proposed hybrid water flow algorithm for solving flow-shop scheduling problem. Ding et al. [23] proposed a multi-objective NEH algorithm (MONEH) and a modified multi-objective iterated greedy (MMOIG) algorithm for solving the flowshop scheduling problem. Karthikeyan et al. [24] proposed discrete firefly algorithm to solve the permutation flow shop scheduling problem. In this algorithm, the machine assignment and operation sequence were processed by constructing a suitable conversion of the continuous functions as attractiveness, distance and movement, into new discrete functions. Meanwhile, local search method with neighbourhood structures was hybridised to enhance the exploitation capability. Karimi and Davoudpour [25] presented a new algorithm which investigates the effect of using data mining along with VNS on the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. Li et al. [26] proposed a multiobjective local search based decomposition, which decomposed a multi-objective problem into a number of single objective optimization subproblems using aggregation method and optimized them simultaneously. However, this field of study is still in its early days, a large number of future researches are necessary in order to develop multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for multiobjective permutation flowshop scheduling problem.
Recently, a well-known algorithm, MOEA/D [27] was proposed for multi-objective optimization problem. The main idea of this algorithm is to decompose the multi-objective optimization problem into a number of scalar optimization subproblems. The objective of each subproblem is a weighted aggregation of the original objective functions. Each subproblem is optimized by using information, mainly from its neighborhood subproblems. The subproblems in one neighborhood are assumed to have similar fitness landscapes and their respective optimal solutions are most probable be close to each others.
Inspired from the ideas of MOEA/D [27] , we propose a multi-objective memetic search algorithm (MMSA) for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems in this paper. During the search, a problem-specific NEH heuristic is first used to initialize the population and decomposed the multi-objective optimization problem into a number of scalar optimization subproblems. Then, a global search embedded with a perturbation operation is applied to enhance the quality of the entire population. Next, insert based local search is used to improve each subproblem in the population. If the subproblem cannot be improved, a further insert based local search is used to exploit the new individual. The experimental results show that the proposed MMSA provides better solutions than four state of the art algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes multi-objective optimization problem. The detail of proposed method is given in the section III. In section IV, we conduct the computational experiment. Finally, we draw the conclusions in section V. VOLUME 4, 2016
II. MULTI-OBJECTIVE PERMUTATION FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEMS
As we know, a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) can be described as follows:
Where is the decision (variable) space, F : → R k consists of k real-value objective functions and R k is objective space. The attainable objective set can be defined as the set {F(x)|x ∈ }. The aim is to minimize all objective functions at the same time. Note that, this is a general formulation, which exploits that maximize an objective function f j is equivalent to minimizing −f j . There are four important concepts in the multi-objective problems: dominance, Pareto-optimality, Pareto optimal set and Pareto-front.
Definition 1 (Dominance): A decision vector x ∈ is said to dominate another decision vector x * ∈ , denoted by x ≺ x * , if and only if:
Definition 3 (Pareto Optimal Set): For a multi-objective optimization problem, the Pareto optimal set can be described as follows:
The vectors including in the Pareto optimal set are named the nondominated individuals. Definition 4 (Pareto Front): For a given multi-objective optimization problem, pareto optimal solution set corresponding to the objective function value vector is known as the multi-objective optimization problems' pareto front.
The goal of the multiobjective permutation flowshop scheduling problem is to minimize the makespan and the total flow time.
On is minimizing the makespan time:
And the other objective is to minimize the total flow time:
III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE MEMETIC SEARCH ALGORITHM (MMSA)
MMSA uses a decomposition based framework which is the similar with the MOEA/D. It decomposes the multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem into a number of scalar subproblems by using the weight sum approach. Each individual in the population represents a subproblem. The size of the population of individuals is equal to the number of the subproblems. When solving each subproblem, the global search and further local search are applied to enhance the quality of the entire population. This section will introduce the decomposition technique, global search, further local search, and other efficient strategies used in MMSA.
A. FRAMEWORK
Memetic algorithms are known to be an effective approach in solving a number of hard combination optimization problems. In fact, a memetic search algorithm uses a recombination operation to generate solutions located in promising regions in the search space and a local search optimization to search around the newly generated solutions. By offering the possibility for the search process to effectively explore the space of local optima, memetic algorithms have proved to be quite effective in solving a number of difficult combinatorial optimization problems [28] - [33] . Based on the feature of memetic search algorithm, we propose a multiobjective memetic search algorithm to solve multiobjective flowshop scheduling problem. Inspired by the MOEA/D, the proposed algorithm uses the aggregation approaches with weight vectors to decompose multi-objective optimization problem to a number of single objective optimization. In our algorithm, the weighted sum approach is used to decompose the multiobjective flowshop scheduling problem into a number of single objective flowshop scheduling subproblems. For simplicity, an associated weight vector
is the ideal point, then the subproblem can be stated as follows:
For any nonnegative weight vector λ, equation (7) has an optimal solution which is Pareto optimal to equation (2) . The objective function of the ith subproblem is g(x|λ i ). MMSA maintains a population X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N } on the whole iteration. At each generation, the population will be evolved according to the evolutionary operation. In the beginning of the MMSA, each subproblem is assigned a unique solution x ∈ X. Then, N different subproblem is formed. The subproblem is associated with the weight vector λ.
The general scheme of multiobjective memetic approach for multiobjective flowshop scheduling problem is summarized in Algorithm 1. Basically, our multiobjective memtic search algorithm begins with an initial population of solutions which are firstly improved by the NEH algorithm and then repeats the global search and local search for a number of times. At each generation, a perturbation operation integrated the non-dominate solution is used to generate the new offspring solution, which is further improved by the local search algorithm. In the following subsections, we will give more details on the components of our multiobjective memetic search algorithm. Population Improved: Using further local search() to improve each individual in the population and obtain the P * L , then update the P L using UpdateP L () method.
8:
Non-dominated solutions: Obtain the non-dominated solutions found in A = {P L ∪ P E }, P E = A; 9: Stopping criteria: If a present solution condition is met, output A. 10 : end while
B. INITIALIZATION
The goal of the initial phase is to identify good-quality solutions with respect to each individual's objective function of the multiobjective permutation flowshop scheduling problem. This set of solutions initializes the search process in order to ensure that the algorithm provides a good covering of the Pareto front. In the beginning of the algorithm, we use problem-specific NEH heuristic to initialize the current population as follows:
1) Select a solution x randomly from P L , the first two jobs are extracted, and the two partial possible schedules of these two jobs are evaluated. The better one based on g(x partial |λ) is selected as the current sequence. 2) Take job j and find the best schedule by placing it in all possible positions in the sequence of jobs that are already scheduled. The best sequence x new formed after scheduling all jobs would be selected for the next generation. After the above procedures, because the algorithm chooses the individual randomly in the beginning, not all individuals will be undergo NEH. P L maintains the features of quality and diversity simultaneously. P E is then initialized by the non-dominated solutions found in P L in step 2. This simple procedure provides an initial population of diversity solutions of good quality.
C. NEW SOLUTION GENERATION
Our global search method aims to perturb the nondominated solutions to improve the individual in the whole population. This part plays an important role of global optimization within our multiobjective memetic search algorithm. Algorithm 2 described the perturbation based global search method.
In global search method, a perturbation is applied to the non-dominated solutions to explore possible promising Algorithm 2 Global Search Method 1: for i = 1 to N do 2: j=0.
3:
Randomly select an individual x NS from P E ;
4:
x NS =Perturbation(x NS ); 5: if g(x NS |λ) < g(x i |λ) then 6: x i = x NS ; 7: if g(x NS |λ) < g(x NS |λ) then 8: x NS = x NS ; 9:
Break;
10:
while j < MP × n do 12: Randomly select an individual x NS from P E ; 13: x NS =Perturbation(x NS ); 14: if g(x NS |λ) < g(x i |λ) then 15: x i = x NS ; 16: if g(x NS |λ) < g(x NS |λ) then 17: x NS = x NS ; 18: Break; 19: end if 20: end if 21 :
end while 23: end if 24: end if 25: end for neighbors to update the current population P L and the nondominated solution P E , which can extend the search space and enhance the converage rate of the whole population. If x NS is better than x NS , the x NS will be replaced by x NS . Otherwise, the global search method will be decided whether it should be experienced multiple global search, called further exploration. What's more, this allows the perturbed solution to maintain some characteristics of the non-dominated solutions. The heavy perturbation operation can be described as follows:
x are randomly selected, where p 1 < p 2 < p 3 . 2) let S 1 represents the partial sequence between p 1 and p 2 , and S 2 denotes the other partial sequence between p 2 and p 3 but not includes p 2 , then swap S 1 and S 2 to generate a new solution x to be outputted.
The main purpose of using this heavy perturbation is to explore large search space using the appropriate perturbation strength. The perturbation strength has to be sufficient to lead the trajectory to a different attraction basin leading to a different local optimum. Compared with the swap perturbation, this perturbation with larger interference strength can provide enough perturbation for the non-dominated solutions. Moreover, it can enhance the diversity of the population and improve the convergence rate of the whole population.
D. POPULATION IMPROVED
Local search based on swap-moves is very fast, yet the solution quality is very low and therefore we did not consider it further. In [34] - [40] , it was shown that the neighborhood based on insertion-moves can be evaluated more efficiently than the one based on swap-moves and gave at least the same solution quality. Therefore, in this section, a further local search based insert local search is employed for the global optimal solution. The crucial idea of insertbased local search is to insert the job to all position of an individual, and to compare the previous makespan and the new makespan as describe in Algorithm 3. If the new makespan is lower than the previous makespan, we will accept the new individual. This method can be also regarded as a local search for multiobjective memetic search algorithm to enhance the nondominate solutions at each generation. For example, for a job position r, it examines all possible position (n − 1 positions). Whenever there is an improvement in the objective function, the orders of the jobs x are changed. Then, each individual x i of P L is explored by a single insert based local search shown in algorithm 3 to drive the search into a new region. And then the output individual x i will be compared with x i based on their aggregation function. If x i is better than x i , the x i will be replaced by x i . Otherwise, x i will be decided whether it should be experienced further local searches as described in Algorithm 4. Through further exploration, the neighbors of elitist individual can be further explored to enhance the convergence of whole algorithm.
If the current solution is improved successfully in local search, the new solution will be stored in the current population. Otherwise, one means that this solution traps into local optimum and needs to be perturbed. Heavy perturbation is used in this design obtain some characteristics of the previous solution. Simultaneously, the last main subalgorithm updates the current population using the new generated individual as shown in Algorithm 5.
E. SPEED UP METHOD FOR INSERT LOCAL SEARCH
Objective evaluation is the key process for the algorithm in solving the multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem with makespan and total flowtime. Traditionally, the makespan and total flowtime of each operation are computed for evaluating a new sequence. This calculation is very while LSNum < MaxLSNum do 11: generate another position r randomly which is not used before;
12:
|λ i ) then 14: x i = x i ; Randomly find an individual x k in the P a ;
5:
x i = x k ;break; 8: end if 9: iter = iter + 1; 10: end while computational expensive. Based on the similarity between the newly generated individual with the previous individual, a speed up method can be used to reduce the computation time in insert local search. In this paper, when we begin the insert local search for a individual, a randomly position is chosen and then will insert all certain position in the individual. Li et al. [40] proposed a general flowtime computing method to divide the new permutation π = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π n } into two parts: a unchanged part π u = {π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π k } and change part π c = {π k+1 , π k+2 , · · · , π n }. π u inherits direct from its parent and π c is a changed part. It is obviously that we don't need to calculate the π u since we have obtained from the parent. Therefore, when we use the insert local search, put position r into all the left possible positions of x to generate n − 1 neighbor individuals. Based on the above analysis, we only need to recalculate the complete time from the position r inserted to the end of the sequence. Then, we can reduce much time for objective evaluation.
Based on the above analysis, we would like to discuss the different between this algorithm framework and MOLSD:
There are three different ideas with the MOLSD:
1) In our algorithm, we use the global search method instead of pareto local search. As we know, in MOLSD, pareto local search is used to update the population randomly. In our algorithm, we use the one to one method to update the population to ensure each individual in the population that can be updated. By using this method, the whole population can be improved better compare with pareto local search. Meanwhile, we don't make the new offspring to compare with each individual of the population in the global search. It also reduces more time for the entire process. 2) In our algorithm, we don't use the non-dominated sorting method on the current population to find out a certain number of elitist individuals. Non-dominated sorting method is very time consuming. In our algorithm, if an individuals quality is not improved after a local search, then the algorithm will decide whether this individual should be undergo further exploration. 3) In our algorithm, we use a speed up method to reduce the computation time of objective evaluation. Because our algorithm uses the time as the stopping criteria, we can generate more new individuals for the algorithm.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
To study the performance of MMSA and under its behavior, the section conducts the following experimental work.
1) Discuss the parameter in MMSA;
2) Discuss the effect of different perturbation operators and the effect of different parts in MMSA.
3) Comparison of MMSA with NNMA, MOMAD, MOLSD
and RIPG on multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems taken from the Taillard [41] with 90 instances.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to test the performance of the proposed MMSA for the multiobjective flow shop scheduling problems considering the makespan and total flowtime, some instances taken from the Taillard [41] with 90 instances evenly distributed among 9 different sizes including 20×5, 20×10, 20×20, 50×5, 50× 10, 50 × 20, 100 × 5, 100 × 10, and 100 × 20, are used in this paper. So far, these problems have been widely used as benchmarks to certify the performance of algorithms. The proposed MMSA is coded in C++. Numerical experiments are performed on a PC with Intel 2.5 GHz Processor and 2.0 GB memory. The stop criterion of our algorithm is the time limit (0.5 × n × m × 0.2)/(2.5/2.4) seconds. The term (0.5 × n × m × 0.2) is the time limit in [12] . We divide it by (2. 
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performance of a MOEA for solving combination optimization problems is usually evaluated for two aspects. First, the obtained nondominated set should be as close to the true Pareto front as possible. Second, the solutions in the nondominated set should be distributed as diversely and uniformly as possible. In this paper, the following two metrics are used:
The classical definitions of the hypervolume indicator are based on volumes of polytopes or hypercubes [44] - [51] and assume that Pareto dominance is the underlying preference relation. This metric was suggested by Zitzler et al. [44] to indicate the area in the objective space that is dominated by at least one solution of the nondominated set. The (I H ) value is calculated based on the objective values normalized
be a point in the objective space. Then the normalized method we used can be described as f i
, where the F i,max and F i,min are the maximal and minimal value of objective i obtained over the 10 runs of all compared algorithms, respectively. The I H is shown in Figure 1 . Since the elements of the normalized objective vectors always lie in the interval [0, 1], the point (1.2, 1.2) was used as the reference point in our experiment. 
2) Set Coverage (C − metric)
Let A and B be two approximations to the PF of an MOP, C (A, B) is defined as the percentage of the solutions in B that are dominated by at least one solution in A as follows:
Where C (A, B) is not necessarily equal to 1 − C (A, B) . C(A, B) = 1 means that all solutions in B are dominated by solutions in A, while C(A, B) = 0 implies that no solution in B is dominated by a solution in A. The calculation of C-metric is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2.
The coverage value C-metric.
C. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTINGS
In the proposed MMSA, the population size N is 100. The parameter MP is set to 0.05. The maximal number of further exploration MaxLSNum is 12. The final solution set of each test instance is obtained by running 10 independent times of algorithm. Then, to make each subproblem as a unique solution, in the case of the studied problems with two objectives to be minimized, the weight vector set λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ N } is defined as:
The number of weight vectors is determined by both parameter N and the number of objectives m. As i increases, the importance in the aggregated objective increases on f 1 and decreases on f 2 .
D. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS
In the first experiment, we will discuss different aggregation functions for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem to investigate the effects of different aggregation functions. In this paper, we will compare the proposed method with the original weighted sum aggregation and tchebycheff aggregation, which are denoted by MMSA w and MMSA T , respectively. Their average performance in terms of I H and C-metric are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . The Table 1 summarized the final results obtained MMSA w and MMSA T in terms of the C-metric values. From the results, we can find that the proposed method can perform better than the original weighted sum aggregation function and tchebycheff aggregation function, except the Ta011 to Ta020. For example, the average C-metric value in MMSA and MMSA w are about 40.7398% and 15.4243% on the instance, respectively. For the Ta011 to Ta020, the original weighted sum aggregation function can provide better solutions than the proposed method. The average C-metric in MMSA and in MMSA w are about 0.25% and 0.5% on the instance, respectively. The average C-metric value in MMSA and MMSA T are about 39.2586% and 16.9304% on the instance, respectively. Table  2 provides the hyper-volume values for the compared three methods. As can be seen in Table 2 , we can find that the proposed method can provide the best solutions 1.2559 compared with other two aggregation functions with the value 1.2065 and 1.2094, respectively. From these three methods, we can find that the original weighted sum aggregation function provides the worst average solutions. Therefore, it implies that the proposed aggregation function is good in solving the multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem. In this paper, we use the proposed aggregation function as the final aggregation function.
E. STABILITY OF THE POPULATION SIZE
Like most memetic algorithms, the population size is an indispensable parameter. The task of selecting an appropriate population size for solving particular classes of problems has been known to be a challenge and often puzzling question in and of itself. By using a small population size, the algorithm can not explore the search space and be easy to lead to premature convergence. However, if the population size is too big, a large number of fitness evaluations will be required during each generation.
To gain empirical insight into the influence of the population size on the search performance of our proposed algorithm, the population size has been varied from 100, 200, 300 and 1000 for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem. The results in terms of I H and C-metric are summarized in Table 3 it can be observed that our proposed algorithm with population size 100 can provide better solutions than other population size settings. Therefore, it can be observed that the population size 100 is the best choice.
F. EFFECT OF NEH BASED PROBLEM-SPECIAL HEURISTIC
In this section, we will compare the MMSA with NEH based problem-special heuristic and without NEH based problemspecial heuristic. The average performance in terms of I H and C-metric are summarized in Table 5 and 6. MMSA represents the MMSA with NEH based problem-special heuristic. MMSA NONEH represents the MMSA without NEH based problem-special heuristic. The Table 5 lists the C-metric of different methods. It can be seen from Table 5 for the same computational time, the overall mean C-metric values yielded by the MMSA algorithm with NEH based problemspecial heuristic are 44.2717%, which are much better than those (18.8326%) generated by the MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic. The MMSA algorithm with NEH based problem-special heuristic can provide better solutions than the MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic except Ta031-Ta040 and Ta051-Ta060. For the Ta031-Ta040 and Ta051-Ta060, MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic can obtain the better results. The Table 6 lists the I H of different methods. The results reported in Table 6 indicate that the MMSA algorithm with NEH based problem-special heuristic generates significantly better values I H than the MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic using the same computational time. The MMSA algorithm with NEH based problem-special heuristic generates the better solutions than MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic except Ta011-Ta020 and Ta021-Ta030. As the problem size increases, the superiority of the MMSA algorithm with NEH based problem-special heuristic is better than the MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic. From these results, it is concluded that the MMSA algorithm with NEH based problem-special heuristic is more robust, effective and efficient than the MMSA algorithm without NEH based problem-special heuristic for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems.
G. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT OPERATORS IN GLOBAL SEARCH
In global search, a heavy perturbation operation is executed on the non-dominated solutions in order to find individuals of high quality which cannot be found in the stage of further VOLUME 4, 2016 local search. Does this heavy strategy used in global search really have a positive effect on MMSA? In this subsection, we present a performance comparison between the heavy perturbation operation and other two perturbation operations including insert operation and swap operation. It is necessary to note that the same framework is used in this comparison. We will replace the heavy perturbation operation using the insert operation and swap operation. The comparative results are presented in Table 7 and 8 in terms of two performance indicators, i.e. I H and C-metric. For the C-metric, as shown in Table 7 , the heavy perturbation operation has similar performance with the swap operation and exhibits superior performance compared with the insert operation. For the Ta011-Ta020, the insert operation can provide better solutions than heavy perturbation operation. Compared with the swap operation, the swap operation can obtain the better solution for Ta031-Ta040 and Ta061-Ta070. For the I H , the insert perturbation operation can obtain better solutions than other operations for Ta011-Ta020. For the Ta061-Ta070 and Ta071-Ta080, the swap perturbation operation can perform better. For the rest instances, the heavy perturbation operation exhibits the highest efficiency than other operators.
To conclude, the results obtained in this paper are highly competitive. In addition, our approach is also quite efficient. The above discussion substantially establishes MMSA as a competitive alternative for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem.
H. COMPARISON WITH SOME STAT-OF-THE-ART APPROACHES
This subsection presents a performance comparison between MMSA and four state-of-the-art approaches: MOLSD, MOMAD, NNMA and RIPG.
The MOLSD is a multiobjective algorithm based on pareto local search and decomposition. The MOMAD is a simple yet efficient memetic algorithm for combinatorial multiobjective optimization problems, which also combines the decomposition and pareto local search. NNMA is a memetic algorithm, called NNMA, by integrating a general multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (NSGA-II) with a problem-specific heuristic (NEH). RIPG is a new algorithm based on iterated greedy technique for solving the multi-objective permutation flowshop scheduling problem. All the test instances are run for 10 independent times by all algorithms and the two performance metrics of them are evaluated to verify their performance. Due to the limitation of space, only the average metric value of each problem scale is presented.
The comparative results are presented in Table 9 and 10 in terms of two performance indicators including I H and C-metric. In addition, we also plotted the net sets of non-dominated solutions on the two objective space for all 90 problem instances. The distributions of final sets obtained by all algorithms on some large scale problem instances of PFSSP are plotted in figure 3 from which the quality difference between MMSA and four compared algorithms can be shown.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the permutation flow shop scheduling problem with minimization of makespan and total flow time as the objective. A promising memetic search algorithm that combines the NEH heuristic, global search and further local search strategy is proposed to solve the multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problem. Firstly, a problem-specific NEH heuristic is first used to initialize the current population. Secondly, a global search embedded with a heavy perturbation operation is used to enhance the quality of the entire population. Then, further local searches based on the insert operation are applied to enhance the quality of each solution. In order to show the effective of proposed algorithm, 90 public problem instances with different problem scales are used in this paper. The results show that our algorithm has better performance than the other state of the art algorithms, such as, NNMA, MOLSD, RIPG, and MOMAD, for multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems. The experimental results confirm the success of the proposed integration of global search and further local search in MMSA.
The further work is to study the theoretical aspects as well as the performance of the technique. Another problem is to extend MMSA to solve other combinatorial problems such as multi-objective job shop scheduling.
